
 

Latin American Film Festival 2021 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Hosted by the Department of Languages, Literatures & Cultures  
In collaboration with the Office of Multicultural Life 

Your safety is our priority: masks required for all in attendance. 
 

Tuesday, September 14, 2021 – 7:00 PM    

Recital Hall in the Baker Center for the Arts 

CAMILA’S AWAKENING (EL DESPERTAR DE CAMILA)  

ROSARIO JIMÉNEZ GILI | CHILE | 2018 | 88 MIN 

What would you do with a second chance? At seventeen, Camila got too used to win. Smart and 
beautiful, she has managed to achieve every goal. She loves swimming and doesn’t know failure. 
However, the water that has given her success in the recent past, now leads her to the biggest 
setback of her life: a cerebrovascular accident (CVA) that will force her to reinvent herself with 
courage, humor, and love. Inspired by a true story of bravery and resilience, Camila’s Awakening 
offers an enlightening way to acquired disability that is surprisingly more frequent among young   
people than imagined. 

 
Thursday, September 23, 2021 – 7:00 PM    

Trumbower 130- Lithgow Science Auditorium 

PERRO BOMBA   

JUAN CÁCERES | CHILE, FRANCE | 2019 | 80 MIN 

Steevens is a young Haitian immigrant living a challenging, but somewhat stable life in Santiago de 
Chile: he has a construction job, a home, friends, and fun. This precariously balanced life is 
disrupted when Junior, a childhood friend from Haiti, arrives in Chile seeking assistance from 
Steevens to establish himself. Junior has entered Chile without papers and doesn’t speak any 
Spanish. Steevens does everything he can to support his friend and even manages to get him a job 
with his employer. When an incident at their workplace erupts racial tensions and stokes a large 
anti-immigration sentiment in the city, Steveens loses his working documents. Now without a job,  
Steveens has to vacate his home and is left to wander the city, looking for a chance to restart  
his life beyond the margins of society. 

 
Sunday, September 26, 2021 – 4:00 PM 

Recital Hall in the Baker Center for the Arts 

RUBEN BLADES IS NOT MY NAME (YO NO ME LLAMO RUBEN BLADES) 

ABNER BENAIM | ARGENTINA, COLOMBIA, PANAMA | 2018 | 85 MIN 

Latin American icon Ruben Blades, whose “thinking man’s salsa” has earned him praise as the Bob 
Dylan of Latin America, was at the center of the New York Salsa revolution in the 1970’s. His 
socially charged lyrics and explosive rhythms brought Salsa music to an international audience. 
Blades has won 17 Grammys, acted in Hollywood, earned a law degree from Harvard and even run 
for President of his native Panama. Featuring electrifying footage from his final tour, a lively and 
candid walk through his Chelsea, New York home and neighborhood, plus testimonials from such  
icons as Paul Simon, Sting, Francisco “Bush” Buckley, and Junot Díaz, Rubén Blades is Not  
My Name is a testament to a rare talent whose restless heart has indeed helped change the world. 

 
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 – 7:00 PM 

Recital Hall in the Baker Center for the Arts 

CACU: A CHANGE FOR LIFE (CACÚ: UN CAMBIO POR LA VIDA) 

MARVIN DEL CID | DOMINICAN REPUBLIC | 2018 | 79 MIN 

What does it take to transform a sea turtle nest predator into a conservationist of the endangered 
species? With electrifying images, Cacu: A Change for Life follows five fishermen from Manresa,  
a poor neighborhood to the West of Santo Domingo in the Dominican Republic, as they learn from 
marine biologist Omar Shamir Reynoso’s one-of-a-kind plan to protect nesting sea turtles. With the 
scientist’s guidance and the community’s collaboration, the fishermen become sea turtle advocates 
and custodians in this story of conservation success. Environmental and social problems intertwine  
as we learn about the biology of endangered sea turtles, and the social and economical challenges  
of a vulnerable neighborhood. Cacu is a hopeful environment story of success and inclusion. 

 
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 – 7:00 PM 

Trumbower 130- Lithgow Science Auditorium  

GUIE’DANI’S NAVEL (EL OMBLIGO DE GUIE'DANI (XQUIPI' GUIE'DANI)) 

XAVI SALA / MEXICO / 2019 / 119 MIN 

In a star-making performance, Sótera Cruz brings razor-sharp intensity to her portrayal of Guie’dani, 
a Zapotec girl determined to fight for her dignity. Guie’dani is dragged to Mexico City by her mother 
to help in her work as a housekeeper for an upper-middle-class family. There, the subtle 
psychological subjugation inflicted by the white family functions as a metaphor for the oppression of 
the old world by the new. Yet, Guie’dani rejects the life of servitude and seeks her own identity 
through a friendship with another rebellious teen.A striking contrast to Alfonso Cuarón’s Roma,  
Guie’dani’s Navel is a unique coming-of-age narrative exploring the racism inflicted on indigenous  
people in Mexico and the empowerment of a new generation that refuses to accept it silently. 

 

For more information contact Dr. Mirna Trauger at mirnatrauger@muhlenberg.edu or Professor Amelia Moreno at ameliamoreno@muhlenberg.edu 
 

 

The Spanish Film Club series was made possible with the support of Pragda,  
the Secretary of State for Culture of Spain, and its Program for Cultural Cooperation with United States' Universities. 
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